The proprietary ballistic material used for the woven reinforcing on the airbag wall, along with the specific spacing and angle of the weave, is what gives our air bag its unique strength.

The bead ring ends of the bag is constructed of 4 Hi-tensile cords at each end, ensuring that the top and bottom hold their shape and can’t be pulled away from the Aluminium clamping ring.

The center of the air bag (the part of the bag with the most stress) is constructed using 9 strands of Hi-Tensile steel to form an indestructible center support.

Our computer aided lamination process, with an exclusive ribbed inside texture, ensures seamless molding lessening the possibility of failure.

BOSS air bags did the opposite and invested time and money in setting up our own equipment and manufacturing practices.

BOSS Air Suspension air bags are manufactured in our very own factory to our specifications. NOT branded!

Many other companies piece together air bag kits, they source their air bags from offshore suppliers having no control over the quality of the product, Chinese air bags, although they look good quickly deteriorate and the factories don't enforce strict quality control like BOSS do. As a result this leads to inconsistency in the manufacturing process. That's why they are branded!

BOSS Air bags are branded with our trademark, proving you have a genuine BOSS air bag, and guaranteeing your extensive Australasian warranty.

At 13,000 Australian customers’ already know how robust and reliable our air bags and kits are.

Don't run with products that have not stood the test of time with a limited history - it's not worth the risk!

In 2005 BOSS commissioned its own premises for air bag manufacturing. Over the years we’ve been able to make adjustments in our processes to produce a truly unique air bag, both in performance and durability, and not available anywhere in Australasia.

Innovative “Cord angle weaving” and “multi strand strengthening” produce an airbag that is the most brutal test that can be done. This testing far exceeds the specification of any other air bag on the market.
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